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Temperature Sensor Project 

What you need: 

• Raspberry Pi all models 
• DS18B20 sensor(s), one per temperature reading you want (GEAR may have stock or can order) 
• 4.7k resistor (GEAR has plenty)  
• Jumper wire cables and breadboard or wire, soldering iron and solder  

Wire the DS18B20 digital temperature sensor to the Raspberry Pi according to wiring 
diagram in Figure 1. You can use a breadboard.  Alternatively, for a more permanent 
set up you could mount the sensor and resistor to a small square of circuit board and 
solder jumper cables to the sensor and resistor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now you need to edit a file on the RPi to make the sensor work. 

 

1. open the terminal window 
2.  type this:      sudo nano /boot/config.txt    and then press Enter 
3. use the down arrow on keyboard to move the cursor down to bottom of the text 
4. with the cursor below all lines of text, type in two lines of text exactly as given in steps 5 and 6 (without step number) 
5. # 1-wire settings 
6. dtoverlay=w1-gpio,gpiopin=4 
7. Press Ctrl and X keys together to exit the editing mode, be sure to press Y next followed by the ENTER key to save and exit.  

Figure 1  wiring the sensor to RPi 
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8. type this: cat /boot/config.txt 
9. when you do step 8, the contents of the file named config.txt will be displayed.  Make sure that the two lines of text you added to the 

file are correct 
10. Reboot your RPi 
11. open the terminal window and type in text of steps 12 through 15, pressing Enter after each line 
12. sudo modprobe w1-gpio 
13. sudo modprobe w1-therm 
14. cd /sys/bus/w1/devices/ 
15. ls 

You will see a listing of the current directory. There should be a sub-directory listed that is the serial number of your temperature sensor. The 
serial number of one of GEAR’s sensors is 28-0000093b782d, but every sensor will have a unique number. Write down your sensor number in 
your notebook as you will need it later in these instructions.  

If you don't see a directory with lots of numbers and letters like the one above then: 

• Check your circuit wiring. 
• Make sure you have the correct resistor (this is very important - yellow, violet, red, gold). 
• Feel the temperature sensor with your finger. If it feels hot then you have it wired wrong. 

If you do see the directory then type cd followed by the directory name: 

  

cd 28-0000093b782d  [this is an example, use your sensor number instead] 

cat w1_slave 

  

The contents of the w1_slave file will now appear in the terminal window.  The text includes the temperature data in Celsius (see example 
below). 25312 is 25.312 degrees Celsius.  

Example text of the w1_slave file: 

95 01 4b 46 7f ff 0b 10 0b : crc=0b YES 
95 01 4b 46 7f ff 0b 10 0b f=25312 
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Now that you have confirmed your temperature sensor is working, you will work on writing some Python code to record temperature 
measurements.  Finally, you will learn how to post the temperature measurements to your web site provided by GEAR. 

Below you will find some Python code that will cause your Raspberry Pi to take a temperature measurement and print it out.  Open the Python 3 
(IDEL) program on your Raspberry Pi (look in Programming menu). When the Python Shell opens, select New File in the File menu.  A new 
window will open where you can type in your code.  Type in the code below exactly as it appears. 

import subprocess 
 
subprocess.call(['modprobe', 'w1-gpio'])  
subprocess.call(['modprobe', 'w1-therm']) 
# on line below you will need to change 28-0000093b782d to the serial number for your sensor 
filenameD = "/sys/bus/w1/devices/28-0000093b782d/w1_slave" 
tfile = open(filenameD)  
text = tfile.read() 
tfile.close() 
secondline = text.split("\n")[1]  
temperaturedata = secondline.split(" ")[9]  
temperature = float(temperaturedata[2:])  
temperature = temperature / 1000  
temp = float(temperature)  
temp = temp*1.8+32  
tempDallas = str(round(temp,1))  
print(tempDallas) 

 

After you are finished entering the code above, save it (open File menu and select Save - give the program the name one_temperature).  Then in 
the Run menu select Run Module.  If you entered all the code properly, then in the Python Shell window the temperature will print on the 
screen.  Now let us review each line of the Python code so that you can understand it. 

The first line is: import subprocess 
Python includes many libraries of useful code written by professional programmers.  When you use a library, it allows you to streamline your 
own code and makes it much easier for you to write a program.  In this case we are importing the subrprocess library, which allows us to issue 
commands in the Python program, just like we would in a Terminal window on the Raspberry Pi. 
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The second line is: subprocess.call(['modprobe', 'w1-gpio']) 
Here we are using the call method in the subprocess library.  Look carefully at the text inside the parentheses.  This should look familiar to you.  
Step 12 on page 2 is sudo modprobe w1-gpio .  The second line of the Python code is the same as issuing the command sudo modprobe w1-
gpio in the terminal and is one of two commands required to cause the Raspberry Pi to take a temperature measurement.   

The next line is: subprocess.call(['modprobe', 'w1-therm']) 
Here again we use the call method of the subprocess library to issue the second command needed to cause the Raspberry Pi to take the 
temperature measurement.  At this point the temperature measurement has been recorded to the file named w1_slave located in the folder 
having a name that matches the serial number of your temperature sensor. 
 
Below, again, we have an example of the text data contained in the w1_slave file: 
 
95 01 4b 46 7f ff 0b 10 0b : crc=0b YES 
95 01 4b 46 7f ff 0b 10 0b f=25312 

 
Notice there are two lines of text contained in the w1_slave file.  The temperature is the only thing we are interested in and it is the last thing 
listed on the second line, after f=.  After we copy the text contained in this file, we will need to make some manipulations of the text to extract 
just the temperature.  Let us now see how that can be done. 
 
The next line is:  
# on line below you will need to change 28-0000093b782d to the serial number for your sensor 
This line is just a comment because the line starts with a hash (#) symbol. 
 
The next line is: filenameD = "/sys/bus/w1/devices/28-0000093b782d/w1_slave" 
This line creates an object named filenameD. In that object will be stored a copy of the full directory path to the w1_slave file.  You must specify 
the complete directory path to the w1_slave file.  And very important, your w1_slave file will be contained inside a directory (folder) with a 
name that matches the serial number of your sensor.  That is why I added the comment on the previous line so that you would be notified to 
change the directory name in the path statement to match the number of your temperature sensor. 
 
The next line is: tfile = open(filenameD)  
This line creates an object named tfile and uses the open method to open the file named w1_slave  (path to file is stored in filenameD). 
Therefore, tfile will contain the text of w1_slave file. 
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The next line is: text = tfile.read() 
Now we create an object named text and use the read method to read the contents of the tfile object.  In other words, we copy the text 
contents of tfile to the object named text.  The object named text now contains the two lines of text data that originated by copying the text of 
w1_slave file.  
 
The next line is: tfile.close() 
After we read the contents of tfile, we must close it.  It is bad practice to leave a file open after you are finished with it. 
 
The next line is: secondline = text.split("\n")[1]  
Here an object named secondline is created.  We use the split method to split the text contained in the object named text.  The text will be split 
into parts, each part stored in one element of an array.  The text will be split each place where a new line character (\n) is located.  There is only 
one new line character in the text since there are only two lines of text.  The first line of the text will be stored in the first element of the array 
[0] and the second line will be stored in the second element of the array [1].  Therefore, the object secondline will contain the second line of text 
stored in the object named text.  We have just completed the first manipulation to retrieve the temperature, which is located in the second line 
of text.  But the second line contains other text that we don't want, so we need to do some more manipulation. 
 
The next line is: temperaturedata = secondline.split(" ")[9]  
Now we use the split method again, but this time we split the text string in the object named secondline at each space character (" ").  Let’s look 
at the example of the second line text: 
 
95 01 4b 46 7f ff 0b 10 0b f=25312 
 

Notice that there are 9 spaces in the above line of text.  Therefore, the text will be split into 10 parts with the following element numbers: [0] is 
95, [1] is 01, [2] is 4b, [3] is 46, [4] is 7f, [5] is ff, [6] is 0b, [7] is 10, [8] is 0b, [9] is f=25312.  Therefore, the object named temperaturedata will 
contain this text: f=25312  We are close to having just the temperature now, but we need to get rid of the first two characters (f=). 

The next line is: temperature = float(temperaturedata[2:])  
This line creates a new object named temperature and it will contain just the temperature.  We eliminate the first two characters contained in 
the object named temperaturedata with this specification [2: ], which means copy all but the first 2 characters.  The precise meaning is to start 
copying at the third character, which is character position [2] in the text string (the first character is position 0, second character position 1).  In 
addition to this, the text contained in temperaturedata is converted to a floating-point number by including the word float in the code.  That is, 
the text is converted to a floating-point number as it is applied to the object named temperature. This is necessary because we want to perform 
some math next.  
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The next line is: temperature = temperature / 1000  
The true temperature in our example is 25.312 degrees C but at this point the decimal point is missing from the number stored in the object 
named temperature.  Here we divide the number stored in temperature by 1000, which positions the decimal point in the correct place. 

The next line is: temp = float(temperature)  
I am not sure this line is necessary, but I included it just for insurance.  It creates a new object named temp and converts the value stored in the 
object named temperature to a floating-point number before storing in temp.  Just want to make sure we have a floating-point number. 

The next line is: temp = temp*1.8+32  
Here we convert the temperature from degrees C to degrees F.  That is done by multiplying degrees C by 1.8 and then adding 32.  Each degree C 
is equal to 1.8 degrees F.  In addition, water freezes at 0 degrees C, but at 32 degrees F.  That is why we must add the 32 degrees when 
converting. 

The next line is: tempDallas = str(round(temp,1))  
Now we create one last object named tempDallas, which will store the temperature in degrees F, with only one place right of the decimal point. 
We do that using the round method.  That is, we round the value contained in the object named temp to 1 place past the decimal (temp, 1).  In 
addition, that value is then converted to a string (str) so that we can print the value out in the next step. 

The last line of code is: print(tempDallas) 
This causes the text contained in tempDallas to be printed to the screen. 

 

You now know how to code a simple temperature recording program in the Python language.  However, the program is very limited in that it can 
only record the temperature one time for each run of the program.  To be more useful, it would be nice if the program took multiple 
measurements over time.  In addition, it would be nice if the program recorded the time and date when each temperature reading was 
recorded. 

Let's continue now by learning how to record the current time in a Python program.  Copy the code on the next page and save it with the name 
get_date. 
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from datetime import datetime 
 
dateNow = str(datetime.now()) 
print(dateNow) 
 
 
 
 
After you save the above three lines of Python code, run the program.  It should print out the date and time like the example below 
 
2018-08-30 13:45:22.939581 
 
To translate the above, the date is August 30, 2018.  The time is 13:45 and 22.939581 seconds (or 1:45 pm) 
 
Let's examine the code.   
 
The first line is: from datetime import datetime 
We are importing a specific function named datetime from the datetime library.  Instead of importing the entire library, we use the word from 
before the library name and then follow with the word import and the name of the specific function we want to use.  This is an alternative way 
to use a library where you only want to use one of the functions contained in that library.  It results in more efficient code. 
 
The next line is: dateNow = str(datetime.now()) 
Here we create an object named dateNow.  We use the now method of the datetime function to retrieve the current date and time, which will 
be stored as a text string (str) in the dateNow object. 
 
The last line is: print(dateNow) 
This prints the text contents of the dateNow object to the screen. 
 
Now let's combine both programs for temperature and time so that we can print out the time and temperature.  In addition, we will add a loop 
to the program so that it will record the temperature multiple times.  You already have saved a copy of the temperature program so go ahead 
and open it.  Then use Save As in the File menu to save a copy of the code with the name temp_date.  Now just edit the code so that it matches 
the code on the next page. 
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import subprocess 
from datetime import datetime 
from time import sleep 
 
 
while(1): 
    dateNow = str(datetime.now()) 
    print(dateNow) 
    subprocess.call(['modprobe', 'w1-gpio'])  
    subprocess.call(['modprobe', 'w1-therm']) 
    # on line below you will need to change 28-0000093b782d to the number for your sensor 
    filenameD = "/sys/bus/w1/devices/28-0000093b782d/w1_slave" 
    tfile = open(filenameD)  
    text = tfile.read() 
    tfile.close()  
    secondline = text.split("\n")[1]  
    temperaturedata = secondline.split(" ")[9]  
    temperature = float(temperaturedata[2:])  
    temperature = temperature / 1000  
    temp = float(temperature)  
    temp = temp*1.8+32  
    tempDallas = str(round(temp,1))  
    print(tempDallas) 
    sleep(10)  
 
 

In the code above notice that we have added a loop, while(1):  This will cause the program to  repeat over and over again.  Also notice that 
all lines under the while line are indented.  When we indent like this, Python understands that the indented lines belong to the while loop.  You 
must indent in this case or the code will not work. 

Also notice that we have added the import of the sleep function which is part of the time library.  The last line of the code is sleep(10), 
which causes the program to pause for 10 seconds at this line before repeating the loop.  It takes about 1 second for the Raspberry Pi to take a 
temperature reading, so the loop will repeat about every 11 seconds.  

Once you have the code saved, run the program.  It should cause the Raspberry Pi to print out the time and temperature once every 11 seconds.  
To make things a little more interesting, grab the temperature sensor between your fingers and watch the temperature rise.  Then let go and 
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watch the temperature drop.  When you are no longer amused, you can terminate the program by selecting Restart Shell in the Shell menu of 
the Python Shell window. 

Up to this point you have managed to get your Raspberry Pi to display time and temperature and to repeat the measurements.  Your ultimate 
goal is to post these measurements to your web site.  To do that, you will need to store the measurements in a file rather than displaying them 
in a Python Shell.  Let's learn now how to store the measurements in a text file. 

Save a copy of the program you just finished using the Save As command of the File menu of the Python editor.  I would suggest you give it the 
name write_temperatures.  Then edit the code to match the code on the next page.  We will look at specific lines of the code that are new here. 

counter = 0 
filename = "temp_date.txt" 
 
We create a variable named counter to control the number of times the loop will run and a variable named filename, which will hold the name 
of the file to be created (it will be named temp_date.txt). 

 with open(filename,"w") as f:  
     f.write('Raspberry Pi Temperatures\n\n')  
 

The first line above creates and file object named f and uses the open method to open that object, applying the name of the file as that which is 
contained in the variable named filename (in other words, open the file named temp_date.txt, and if it does not exist, then create it).  The 
object is opened in write mode ("w").  When a file is opened in write mode, any previous text in the file will be erased.  Notice that the second 
line above is indented, which indicates it belongs to the line above it (same idea as with the while loop).  In the second line we use the write 
method to write a line of text to the file.  That text is "Raspberry Pi Temperatures" followed by two new line characters (\n).  This gives a nice 
heading to our text file. 

while(counter < 5): 
 

We have changed the while loop so that now it will only continue to loop until the value in counter is not less than 5.  Also notice that near the 
bottom of the code we have added counter = counter + 1 which increments the value in counter by one each time the loop runs.   
[now skip on to page 11 for more comments on code] 
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import subprocess 
from datetime import datetime 
from time import sleep 
 
counter = 0 
filename = "temp_date.txt" 
with open(filename,"w") as f:  
    f.write('Raspberry Pi Temperatures\n\n')  
 
while(counter < 5): 
    dateNow = str(datetime.now()) 
    with open(filename,"a") as f: 
        f.write(dateNow + '\n') 
    subprocess.call(['modprobe', 'w1-gpio'])  
    subprocess.call(['modprobe', 'w1-therm']) 
    # on line below you will need to change 28-0000093b782d to the number for your sensor 
    filenameD = "/sys/bus/w1/devices/28-0000093b782d/w1_slave" 
    tfile = open(filenameD)  
    text = tfile.read()  
    tfile.close()  
    secondline = text.split("\n")[1]  
    temperaturedata = secondline.split(" ")[9]  
    temperature = float(temperaturedata[2:])  
    temperature = temperature / 1000  
    temp = float(temperature)  
    temp = temp*1.8+32  
    tempDallas = str(round(temp,1))  
    with open(filename, "a") as f: 
        f.write(tempDallas + "\n\n") 
    counter = counter + 1 
    sleep(10) 
print("temperatures recorded") #END OF THIS CODE 
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dateNow = str(datetime.now()) 
with open(filename,"a") as f: 
      f.write(dateNow + '\n') 
 

The second and third lines of code above replace the print command in the previous code.  Here we are opening the same file (temp_date.txt) 
but this time in append mode ("a").  In append mode we don't erase what is already in the file, just add to it.  In this case we are writing the date 
and time as a line of text to the file.  In addition, we add a new line character (\n) so that the next text written to the file (the temperature) will 
be on a new line. 

tempDallas = str(round(temp,1))  
with open(filename, "a") as f: 
      f.write(tempDallas + "\n\n") 
 

This code is similar to the date code above it.  Here we are appending the text file with the temperature.  Notice also that we are including TWO 
new line characters (\n\n), which means the next line written to the file will be two lines below this one.  That is what we want.  The date and 
time, one new line, the temperature, then two new lines, then the next date and time, etc. 

Once you have the code on page 10 saved.  Run the program.  You won't see anything in the Python Shell Window as the program runs because 
now the data is being written to the text file instead of being printed to the screen.  However, once the program is finished, if will print the 
"temperatures recorded" message to the screen.  At that point you can open the text file to see your time and temperature measurements.  You 
will find the file in the same folder that contains the Python program and it will be named temp_date.txt. 

You have now come a long way in this lesson!  Your Raspberry Pi is recording time and temperature to a file.  Your last task in this lesson is to get 
the file you created posted on your sub-domain of the GEAR web site.  You could just use the Filezilla program to upload the text file to the web 
site, but there is a more impressive way to do it.  You can write code in Python to upload the file automatically after it is created.  Open the 
Python program you were just working with and save it with the name temp_upload.  Then edit the file as per instructions on the next page 
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At the top of the code add this line:  from ftplib import FTP_TLS 
Here we import FTP_TLS from ftplib library. FTP_TLS is a secure FTP method (user name and password are encrypted), which is required by the 
Yahoo web hosting service that hosts the GEAR web site. 

Now put the remainder of the code at the bottom of the current code, which will cause the file temp_date.txt to be uploaded to the web 
server.  The file name on the server will be temp.txt.  You will need to know the host name of the server, your user name and your 
password – put these in between the single quote marks where indicated in the code below.  Ask Mr. La Favre if you are unsure 
about these.  Also, you must edit the line that starts file_to_upload so that it has the correct full path to your temp_date.txt file.  In 
the example code below, the temp_date.txt file is located in a folder named python_programs, with is located in the folder named 
pi, which is located in the home folder.  Make sure you have the correct path or your code will not work. 

s = FTP_TLS('put host name here') 

s.login('put user name here', 'put password here') 

s.prot_p() 

file_to_upload = '/home/pi/python_programs/temp_date.txt' 

ftppath = '' 

name_on_server = "temp.txt" 

s.cwd(ftppath) 

send_file = open(file_to_upload, 'rb') 

s.storlines('STOR ' + name_on_server, send_file) 

s.sendcmd('chmod 0664 temp.txt') 

s.dir() 

print("file uploaded") 
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Now run your code to upload the temperature measurements.  Then open a web browser and load the temperature data file. 

Let's go through the file upload code line by line. 

The first line is: s = FTP_TLS('put host name here') 

This line creates an FTP object (File Transfer Protocol object) named s.  We could name it many different ways, but it is just simple to use a single 
letter, so the letter s should work just fine.  This line causes your RPi to connect to the GEAR web server. 

The next line is: s.login('put user name here', 'put password here') 
Here we use the login method with the s object, which requires that you include your user name and password.  You can't upload files or do 
anything else at the web site until you log in. 

The next line is: s.prot_p() 
This line specifies that all file uploads will be protected by encryption.   

The next line is: file_to_upload = '/home/pi/python_programs/temp_date.txt' 
Here we create a variable named file_to_upload.  I selected this name because it is descriptive of what we are trying to store, the path to the file 
that we want to upload to the server.  Notice that we put the full path to the file between single quote (') marks. 

The next line is: ftppath = '' 
Here we create a variable named ftppath. Notice that we have stored an empty text string (i.e., no characters) in the variable.  This is done by 
including nothing, even a space, between the single quote marks.  You will see soon why this variable is left without containing any text 
characters. 

The next line is: name_on_server = "temp.txt" 
Here we create a variable named name_on_server.  We will use this variable to apply the name of the file when it is uploaded to the server. 
Notice that the file name will be different than the file name on the RPi (temp_date.txt).  When we use the ftp library, we must specify the file 
name for the uploaded file, it does not automatically keep the same file name that it has on the Raspberry Pi.  If we wanted to keep the same file 
name, then we would need to specify the same file name with this line of code. 

The next line is: s.cwd(ftppath) 
Here we use the cwd method, which means change the working directory.  This is where we specify where the file will be saved on the web 
server.  If we have many folders (directories) on the web server where we are storing files, then this is where we would specify the path to the 
desired folder.  In our case, we want to upload the file to the root directory (the folder at the highest level).  Therefore, we want the space 
between the parentheses to contain no characters, which is why the variable ftppath is set to contain no characters.  Suppose we had a folder 
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on the server that was a sub-folder of the root and the folder name was named pages.  Then we would code like this:  
ftppath ='/pages' . 

The next line is: send_file = open(file_to_upload, 'rb') 
Here we create an object named send_file.  The open method is used to open the temp_date.txt file in read binary mode (rb).  Remember that 
the variable file_to_upload contains the path to the temp_date.txt file.  The open method requires two attributes to be specified in the 
parentheses, the first is the path to the file to be opened, the second is the mode to use when opening.  This line causes the opening of the 
temp_date.txt file, then the reading of the contents as binary code, which is then stored in send_file. 

The next line is: s.storlines('STOR ' + name_on_server, send_file) 
This is the code line that causes an upload to the server.  Here we are using the method named storlines, which is used for files that contain text.  
For other types of files, like image files, there is another method, storbinary,  that must be used.  The storlines method requires two attributes 
to be specified in the parentheses, the first is the name to be applied to the file on the server, which should begin with the letters STOR followed 
by a space, then the name of the text file.  This is accomplished by this attribute specification: 'STOR ' + name_on_server. 
Remember that the object named name_on_server stores the file name to be applied to the server copy of the file.  The second attribute must 
contain the text of the file, which is accomplished by specifying the send_file object, which contains the text in binary form. 

The next line is: s.sendcmd('chmod 0664 temp.txt') 
The sendcmd method is short for "send a command to the server." In this case the command is chmod, which means to change the permissions 
applied to the file.  The code 0664 means to apply read and write permission to owner and group and read only for the public.  For some reason, 
the permissions are sometimes applied improperly when a text file is uploaded, and this line corrects any problems by setting permissions 
properly. 

The next line is: s.dir() 
This line will cause the RPi to retrieve and display names of all files and sub-directories contained in the current directory on the server.  It will 
include the permissions applied for each file.  Therefore, you can check to see if the file did get uploaded and if the permissions are correct. 

The last line is: print("file uploaded") 
Here we want the program to print a message to the screen so that you will know the program has finished. 

In the next lesson in this series you will learn how to graph temperature measurements using some JavaScript code provided by Google and to 
upload the graph as a web page to the GEAR web site. 


